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Summary

Investigated Bayesian and frequentist
approaches to discoveries in resonance
searches at the LHC
Compared behavior of global p-values and

posterior of the background only hypothesis
in toy experiments
Posterior converged as we accumulated

data, whereas the p-value made random
walk under the background only model
P-values were typically one or two orders of

magnitude smaller than the posterior

New physics at the LHC

New physics could appear as a resonance in
an invariant mass distribution. This is how the
Higgs boson was discovered.1,2
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This shows a result from an ATLAS search3 for
the Higgs in the diphoton channel.

Each data point is a counting experiment — we
observe a particular number of counts which
we compare with the number predicted by the
background and a model with a new particle.

To make many toy experiments, we neglect
systematic uncertainties in the background
model.

Statistical approaches

Bayesian

We calculated the Bayes factor4,5 between
the background only and background + signal
models,

Bayes factor≡ B = P
(
data |H1

)
P

(
data |H0

)
To facilitate a comparison with p-values, we
found the posterior of the background model,

Posterior of background= P (H0)

P (H0)+BP (H1)

The signal model contained two a priori un-
known parameters: the Higgs mass and the
signal strength. We marginalised them,

P
(
data |H1

)= ∫
P

(
data |x)

p (x |H1)d 2x

The second factor is our choice of prior den-
sity for the unknown parameters, x.

Frequentist

We constructed a log likelihood ratio test-
statistic,6

q ≡−2ln

(
P

(
data | x̂, H1

)
P

(
data |H0

) )
where the hat indicates the maximum-
likelihood parameters.

We found the global p-value — the proba-
bility of obtaining a test-statistic at least as
extreme as that observed, assuming that the
background only model is true,

p-value= P
(
q ≥ qObserved

∣∣H0
)

We found it using a semi-analytic Monte-
Carlo method called Gross-Vitells,7

p-value≈ 1

2
P

(
χ2

1 > q
)
+Ne−q/2

This includes a look-elsewhere e�ect.

Evolution as we collect data in toy experiments

Under the background model

Posterior of the background slowly converged
from a half to one, within a narrow interval.

The p-value made a random walk between
zero and one.

Under the signal model

Surprisingly, the posterior first increased to
about 0.7 but ultimately rapidly decreased to-
wards zero.

The p-value moved noisily but monotonically
towards zero.
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Median posterior of the background and global
p-value as we collect data.

Comparison

We directly compared the posterior of the
background only model and the p-value ob-
tained in our toy experiments.
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The global p-value was typically one or two or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the posterior
of the null. Similar to findings in other con-
texts.8,9
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